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Thank you for choosing theHandheldWelding SystemofChaoQiangWeiYe. This
usermanualprovidesyouwithimportantinformationonsafety,operation,maintenanceand
otheraspects.Pleasereadthisusermanualcarefullybeforeusingtheproduct.

To ensure safe operation and optimal product operation, please observe the
following precautions and warnings as well as other information in this manual.

I. Overview
This manual covers the general description of basic installation, factory setting,
operation and maintenance of SUP series plumb joints.

The Super Plumb Joint is a handheld welding and cutting joint introduced in 2019.
The product includes a handheld welding gun and self-developed control system with
multiple safety alarms as well as automatic and safe power off and light cut-off
settings. The product can be adapted to fiber lasers of all brands; optimized optical
and water-cooled design allows the laser head to work stably at 2000W for a long
time.

Product Features
Basic features:the self-developed control system with multiple safety alarms is
smaller in size,flexible in operation and easy to get started.

More stable: since all parameters are visible, the whole machine state can be
monitored in real time, problems can be avoided in advance and also can be
checked and solved more conveniently, ensuring the stable work of the plumb
joint.

Technology: since all parameters are visible, the welding quality is perfect, the
deformation is small, and the penetration is high.

Stable parameters and high repeatability: with a defined air pressure of nozzle
and lens state, the technology parameters must be repeatable as long as the
laser power is stable. This greatly improves efficiency and also reduces
operator requirements.
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1.1OperatingEnvironmentandParameters

1.2 Note the Information

1) Ensure reliable grounding before power supply.

2)The laser delivery is connected to the plumb joint. Please check it carefully to prevent dust or
other contamination,and use special lens paper when cleaning it.

3) If the equipment is not used according to the method specified in this manual, it may be in
abnormal working condition and cause damage.

4) When replacing the protective glasses, please ensure proper protection.

5) Attention please: for the first time, when the red light cannot come out of the copper nozzle,
the light must not come out
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II. Installation
2.1 Definition of Controller Wiring
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2.1.1 Power Supply End of Controller

The power supply uses a 5P connector and is powered by the supplied 24V and 15V switching power

supply
Please note that the 15V switching power supply distinguishes between positive and negative,
V1 to 15V+, V2 to 15V-, and any COM on the 15V switching power supply to pin 2, GND!
Please note that the switching power supply must be grounded!

SignalInterface1ofController

Pin①/② is the alarm signal input of air pressure. If youwant to enable it (need to bewired),please set
the air pressure alarm level to high in the background,otherwise it is low.
Pin③/④ is the alarm signal input ofwater tank. If youwant to enable it (need to bewired),please set
the air pressure alarm level to high in the background,otherwise it is low.

Pin ⑤ is the reference ground for safe locking, and it is directly connected to the machined
workpiece with a wire.
Pin ⑥ is the safety lock of the plumb joint,which is connected with the blue wire of the three-core
wire.When the plumb joint touches theworkpiece,the safety lock is on at this time.

Pin ⑦ is the exit switch of the plumb joint,which is connected to the brown wire of the

three-core wire.
Pin ⑧ is the light-emitting switch of the welding head, which is connected to the black line
of the three-core wire. When the trigger is pulled, the trigger button is on.
Please note that the output signal of the subsequent port will be issued onlywhen there is no alarm
and the safety ground lock and trigger button signals are on.

SignalInterface2ofController

The signal interface 2 uses 6P interface, and the air valve is related to wire feeding.

Pin /②are reserved pins, outputting 24 V when powered on.
If pin③/④ is the valve 24V output,it should be connected to the valve (when pin 3/4 is not
available, pin 1/2 can be used, but a jumper is required).
Pin⑤/⑥ is the signal wire of the wire feeder, connecting the signal port of the wire feeder,

regardless of positive and negative.

SignalInterface3ofController

Pin is the laser alarm signal input +. If youwant to enable (need to bewired),please set
the air pressure alarm level to high in the background,otherwise it is low.
Pin is enable+,which is connected to the enable+ of laser.
Pin is 24V output,and it will output 24V+ directly after power on.

Pin is a common ground (reference ground for pins 1/2/3/5).

Pin is the analog quantity + output and the analog quantity is given.

Pin (vi) is the PWM-modulation signal.
Pin (7) is the PWM+ modulation signal.
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2.2 Controller Wiring Diagram
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Attention: COM terminal of ±15V switching power supply and - V(0V) terminal of
+24V switching power supply should be connected to GND and fully connected with
workpiece. The shell of the switching power supply must be grounded, otherwise, there
may be abnormalities such as safety lock alarm and no light output.
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2.3 Optical Input Interface

SUP welding joint is suitable for most industrial laser generators, and commonly used
optical fiber joints include IPG, Ruike, Chuangxin, Feibo, Tottenham, Japt, Keplin, etc.
Optical devices must be kept clean, and all dust must be removed before use. When
inserting optical fiber, the cutting head must be rotated 90 degrees to be placed horizontally,
and then the optical fiber is used to prevent dust from falling from the interface.
Installation method (applet)

2.4 Protective Gas and Water Cooler Interface

Hoses with an outer diameter of 6MM and an inner diameter of 4MM can be installed at water
pipe and air pipe interfaces. The air inlet is in themiddle,and thewater inlet and outlet pipelines are on
both sides (regardlessof the inlet andoutlet direction),as shown in the following figure:

The cooling system is divided into the water section of the plumb joint and of the fiber pigtail, which are
connected in series, as shown in the following figure.
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2.5 Connection Interface between Welding Gun and Control Box
The welding gun is connected with the control box by three wires, including two cores of

motor power line,five cores of motor signal line,and three cores of safety lock and trigger button
line.

Themotor power/signal lines (two black ones)are directly connected to themotor part of the
plumb joint and can be disassembled (two options are available:1. Open the motor cover and side
plate of the hand-heldwelding gun 2.Open the control boxes;both are plugs)

Removable aerial plugs are used for the three-core wires of safety lock and trigger
button: safety lock and button wires, including 1 blue, 2 black and 3 brown (connected to 6/7/8
pins of signal interface 1, see the wiring definition of control box above for details)

2.6 Installation of Wire Feeder

The two-core aerial plug at the tail ofwire feeder is connected to the pin 5/6 of signal interface 2.

For the specific installationmethod,refer to the following:

Click: installation instructions of wire feeder (small program)
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III. Control Panel and Operation Guide (the following is V3.3 version)

Operation Summary and Operation Guide

The operation panel of SUP series is mainly composed of touch screen and control box. The
touch operation interface mainly has several parts such as home, technology, setting and
monitoring.

TheMain Screen of Touch Screen’s Operation

①This interface allows you to see the current technology parameters and instant alarm information.

The laser enable and indication red light is ON when the power is on.

The safety ground lock is usually gray in color and turns green machinable when the plumb
joint touches the machined workpiece.

Continuous welding mode is selected by default. When it is set to spot welding,it can emit
light intermittently and be used for spot welding operation,which is convenient for controlling
the spot welding time due to bad man-made. This function needs to be set as required (V3.3
versionisabovefunctions).
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3.1.2 the Main Screen of Process

① The technology interface contains debugging technology parameters,which can be modified by
clicking the box. After modification, click OK, and then save it in the shortcut technology. When
using it,click Import (Modify-Save-Import).
② Thescanningspeed range is 2-6000mm/S,and the scanningwidth range is0^5mm.Scanning speed is
limitedbyscanningwidth,andthelimitingrelationshipis:10≤scanningspeed/(scanningwidth*2)≤1000.
If it exceeds the limit,it will automatically become the limit value.When the scanningwidth is set to 0,it
will not scan (that is,point light source)(the most commonly used scanning speed is 300mm/S,and the
widthis2.5mm).
③ The peak power should be less than or equal to the laser power on the parameter page
(if the laser power is 1000W, this value is not higher than 1000).
④ The duty ratio ranges from 0 to 100 (the default value is 100,which usually does not need to be
changed).

⑤ The pulse frequency range is suggested to be 5-5000Hz (the default value is 2000,which usually
does not need to be changed).

⑥ Click the HELP button on the upper right to get more explanations of relevant parameters.
Technology reference (subject to practice, the following is for reference only)

material Material thickness
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3.1.3
密码 123456
3.1.3 Set the Operation Main Screen
Password 123456

① The laser power is the maximum power of the laser used.
② The switching gas delay is 200ms by default,and the range is 200ms-3000ms.
③The light is turned on from N1 percent of the process power to 100%; the light is turned off
from 100% of the process power to N2; (as shown in the figure below).
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④Feeding delay compensation, i.e., the feeding advance time relative to the outgoing light signal, can
be used in conjunction with the pullback function.
⑤ The maximum temperature alarm threshold value is 70°C. When the value is set to 0,the temperature
alarm is not detected.
⑥ The scanning correction coefficient ranges from 0.01 to 4, and the target line width/measured line
width of the coefficient is generally 1.25.
⑦ The laser center shifts from-3 mm to 3 mm,decreasing to the left and increasing to the right.
⑧ The alarm level signal is the default, and the shielding alarm can be directly changed to the
corresponding level detection.

The duration of spot welding is the light emitting time after pulling the trigger,that is,even if
the button is released,the light will still be emitted according to the time spent (V3.3 version is
abovefunctions)
Spot welding interval time is the stop light time between two spot welding after pulling the

trigger button (V3.3 version and above function)
⑧ Click the HELP button on the top right to get more explanations of the relevant parameters.

3.14 the Main Interface of Monitoring

This interface displays the condition and equipment information of each detection signal.

Clickequipmentauthorization to enter the interfaceofauthorized service time,andenter
thepassword toauthorize the systemforusable service time.

Authorizedencryptionisconsistentwithdecryptionmethod:systemdecryptionmethod
(applet).
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IV. Maintenance

4.1 Maintenance and Replacement Methods of Protective Lenses:

① The processing characteristics of laser welding requires regular maintenance of the lens.

If the welding is found to be poor, check the protective lens. If the protective lens is dirty, it
needs to be replaced in time.

② The cleaning technique of the lenses is extremely important, poor cleaning can lead to

degradation of the lens performance in light cases and damage to the lenses in heavy cases.
Therefore, it is important to be very careful when cleaning the lenses.

③ Before operation, wash and dry your hands with detergent, and wipe your hands dry

again with a cotton sticky with alcohol.

Before cleaning, prepare a blow-up balloon (leather tiger), a set of clocks and watches,
a set of dustproof non-stick tape, anhydrous degreasing cotton (fine cotton), more than 99%
industrial alcohol, finger gloves or rubber gloves, and mirror paper.

⑤ Remove the cover screw of protective mirror in a relatively dust-free place, pull out the
support of protective mirror, and check the protective lens. If the protective mirror is polluted, it
must be wiped clean with absolute alcohol. (If there is obvious burning point on the surface of
the protective lens, it should be replaced directly.)

⑥ Then check the white power storage sealing ring under the protective lens. (If there is

any scratch or deformation of the power storage sealing ring, it cannot be used, and it must be
replaced immediately.)

⑦ Wipe the bin opening and the inside of the bin cover with a cotton ball dipped in alcohol,

quickly insert the protective mirror bracket into the protective mirror bin, and lock the screws.
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4.2 Laser center adjustment method (tilt view)
(Click to view video) Applet

When the red light cannot completely come out of the copper nozzle,it needs to be adjustedmanually to
prevent the copper nozzle fromburningout.
Please note: the first time you use it, when the red light cannot come out from the copper nozzle,
be sure not to give out light.
2 As shown in the figure below, at this time you cannot see the red light completely out of the copper nozzle.

2. We need to remove the back cover so that we can see four adjustment screws, and adjust the center

according to the video.
③ Finally,this effect can be achieved like this.

④ The slight left-right deviation can be set by setting the laser center offset of the panel.

（点击浏览视屏）（小程序）

https://i.qz.fkw.com/manage/wxAppNewsEditor.jsp?wxappId=103&newsId=136&ram=0.3694544980186496&popupID=4441
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V. Handling of Common Exceptions

Alert Laser/Water Cooler/Air Pressure Alarm

①If the above alarm occurs without using the alarm signal, please change the alarm level.

② If the alarm signal is used, check whether the alarm of the corresponding equipment or

the high and low levels of the alarm signal are set incorrectly.

Screen does not Light Up / No Response to Click

①The screen is not bright. If the controller is powered on (the fan is turning), check whether

the four-core wires between the controller and the screen are wired correctly, and whether the 24V
voltage between the first pin and the fourth pin is normal.

②If clicking fails in normal use, check whether the whole machine is caused by too high
temperature.

③If you can't input by clicking, check whether the four-core wires between the controller
and the screen are connected correctly, and whether the second pin and the third pin are normal.
See 2.1.2 LCD screen of the controller for details.

④Newly installed devices with no response to click may be the system version does not
match, re-flash the program can be. As for SD card, please ask our company.

NoLight

① Monitoring interface can exclude other alarms. When the plumb joint touches the

workpiece to be processed, the safety ground lock is shown in green, then it can be processed; if it
is gray, then check whether the connection of the safety ground lock is normal.

That is, check that all preparation signals are normal.

Usually, the failure of the outlet wire to emit light is caused by laser failure or wiring
problem. If it does not vent gas or send wire, it may be a signal preparation problem. See 2.1.3
Controller Signal Interface 1 for details.

Light Suddenly Stops Emitting during Pprocessing

The monitoring interface checks whether the safety lock and other alarms are normal and
whether the temperature exceeds the temperature alarm threshold.

RedLight Deviation

See 4.2 Adjustment Method of Laser Center for details.



Wiring reference of three-phase power supply for laser welding machine

Note: Two-phase or three-phase electricity depends on the power supply required by the laser and water
chiller, not the amount of harness

Warning: Please don't move/install the machine without permission. Please contact our company
before preparation to provide the definition of power supply for the whole machine after sale, and
the whole machine must be grounded!!!
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No.203 Xixie Road, Xinwu District,
Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province
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